
Let's Meet Our Expert Teachers

OUR TEACHERS
88tuition brings you Singapore's expert teachers who are respected for their deep knowledge and passion for their  
subject matter. Our teachers have an average experience of over 15 years and an ability to build nurturing relationships  
with students. Our teachers have the highest expectations for our students and will leave no stone unturned in making  
that a reality.

LET'S MEET OUR EXPERT TEACHERS

Mr TeoMr Teo

Specialises in teaching PSLE English and Literature (O-level, A-level and IP).

Ex MOE secondary and JC English/GP & Literature teacher, 
30 years teaching experience.

Employs a patient approach to achieve full understanding, and success-oriented and fun activities to  
promote motivation.

Teaching philosophy is to enhance students' competency and knowledge of English in a wide range of  
texts and media to perform well academically.

Ms TayMs Tay

Subject Head of Science at Primary and Secondary levels, mentored and guided teachers.

Ex MOE Secondary & Primary Educator (Science and Math), 
20 years teaching experience.

Her teaching philosophy is "Every child can and wants to learn".

Ex Presiding Examiner for O level practical exams.

Mr JoelMr Joel
Specialist Teacher (English), 14 years teaching experience.

He employs fun, exciting and humorous methods in his teaching to ensure students really  
enjoy the learning.

MEd in English Language from NIE, NTU; BA in Psychology (Hons.) from State University of New York.

Joel believes in teaching the heart first before the mind can be taught.

Ms Tay strongly believes that learning needs to be a joyful experience for students' to benefit positively.

Ms ShirleyMs Shirley
Ex MOE Secondary school teacher, 12 years teaching experience.

Curriculum writer, Team planner, CCA teacher-in-charge, Mentorship of new teachers.

NTU, NIE-Bachelor of Science (Education) with Honours.

Passionate English and Science teacher committed to building strong teacher-student ties.

Ms YapMs Yap
BA in Chinese Language and Literature, SUSS.

Diploma in Professional Chinese Teaching, Singapore Chinese Chamber Institute of Business.

Fundamentals Certificate in Early Childhood Care and Education (Chinese) at KLC International Institute.

Ms Yap believes that 'Interest is the Best Teacher' and 'Even the Greatest was once a Beginner'.
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Mr SonnyMr Sonny
Bachelor of Commerce (Majored in Accounting & Finance).

MOE registered. 15 years of tutoring and coaching experience in schools.

Coach and Tutor for Leadership and Motivation, Math and other workshops in Government Schools.

Experienced in teaching Math, English  and Principles of Accounting.

Ms WeitingMs Weiting

BA in Psychology (Hons) from NUS, Advanced diploma in special  
needs education.

Believes in creating a conducive environment where all students will be engaged interactively.

Over 7 years of experience teaching primary students at reputable tuition centres and assisted  
with creation of primary science content.

Ms Gl�iaMs Gl�ia
Ex MOE primary and secondary English teacher, 20 years teaching experience.

Extremely passionate about teaching, Ms Gloria uses fun and interesting methods in her lessons  
to inspire students to learn.

Specialises in teaching PSLE English and O-level English.

A firm believer in growth mindset, Ms Gloria strongly believes that every student has  
the potential to learn well.

Works closely with parents to facilitate and support the child’s learning.

All lessons are interactive and constructive, hence enabling students to express themselves  
freely, a leadership trait.

Ms AsyikinMs Asyikin

Bachelor of Arts from NIE

Over 10 years’ experience teaching Science (Upper Primary to Lower  
Secondary), Biology (Upper Secondary)

Ms Asyikin believes in helping students become inquisitive learners in her classes,  thus developing a  
greater interest in the subject.

Her calm composure instills a strong trust in the students that she is ever ready to clear their doubts.

Mr Wen JingMr Wen Jing
Over 10 years’ experience teaching Chinese (Upper Primary, Secondary),  
Higher Chinese (Upper Primary, Secondary)

A dedicated and passionate Chinese teacher with a nurturing approach that empowers his students to  
excel in their language skills.

Diploma in Teaching Chinese from Confucius Institute, NTU

Mr Wen Jing leverages the use of technology, innovative tools and methodologies to engage and  
enhance the students’ learning process. 



Mr Bern Mr Bern 
20 years teaching experience

Specialist Teacher (Math and Science)

A tutoring expert, Bern brings a happy and fun way of learning to the classroom.

Bachelor of Commerce from University of Western Australia majoring in Marketing and  
Electronic Commerce.
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Ms Ruo XuanMs Ruo Xuan
Bachelor of Arts in Chinese (Hons) with a Minor in Creative Writing from NTU

Over 10 years’ experience teaching Mathematics (Primary, Secondary 1)

She employs creative and innovative tools in her teaching to make the learning more fruitful.

A friendly, dedicated, highly effective and committed teacher who customises teaching methods to  
accommodate the different needs of her students. 

Mr Kian W�Mr Kian W�

Bachelor of Science (Hons) in Pharmacy from NUS

Over 5 years’ experience teaching Chemistry (Upper Secondary, Junior  
College), Mathematics: Secondary (all levels)

He customises his teaching style to maximise every student's learning potential by incorporating real life  
examples to help students gain clarity and improve their understanding. 

Mr Kian Wee teaches his students by exploring fundamental knowledge as he believes in the importance  
of understanding concepts and applying them. He challenges students with guiding questions to  
stimulate and develop critical thinking skills. 

Mr JonMr Jon
Over 10 years’ experience teaching Physics (Upper Secondary)

Mr Jon strives to befriend students and mentor them by guiding them on a path that helps them to  
optimise their fullest potential.  

Bachelor of Engineering in Civil Engineering from NTU

A well-liked charismatic teacher who makes learning interesting. 

Ms Eil�nMs Eil�n
Over 2 years’ experience teaching Primary Mathematics 

Ms Eileen creates a positive and engaging learning environment to help students overcome  
challenges and excel.

Bachelor of Arts (Architecture)and Master of Architecture from NUS

Dedicated and passionate educator who inspires creativity and critical thinking in every student. 


